The Mouse Dwell features enable Eye Gaze users to access Clicker 7.

From the Options ribbon tab, select Accessibility.

Click the Access Method tab.

From the Input box choose Eye Gaze (Mouse Dwell).
Choose to enlarge cells when the cursor is over them.

Select the box to allow learners to edit Clicker Books with Eye Gaze.

Choose an effect to help identify which cell the cursor is over.

Choose an effect to help identify which cell has been clicked.

Choose the length of the dwell.

Select to enable the dwell to perform a right-click and speak the contents of the cell.

Choose how far the cursor needs to move to start another dwell.

Choose how far the cursor can move without restarting the dwell.

For more information on how to use Clicker 7 with a Tobii Eye Gaze device please take a look at our support article here.

Did you know?

You can restore all of the default settings from the Options ribbon tab.